DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

1. DRIVE UNIT × HORSEPOWER 230/460 VOLT, 3 PHASE, 60 Hz.
2. DRIVE SHEAR PIN SPINDLE
3. DRIVEN SPINDLE
4. DRIVE CHAIN
5. CHAIN GUARD
6. LIMIT SWITCH
7. HEADSHAFT-TELLERSHAFT BEARINGS
8. HEADSHAFT-TELLERSHAFT SPINDLE KETS
9. CARRYING CHAIN
10. RAKE
11. BAR RAKE
12. TEAR PLATE
13. HEADFRAME
14. RETURN RAIL
15. WIPER WITH PVC WIPER PLATE AND SHOCK ABSORBER
16. ANCHOR BOLTS

NOTE: DRAWING IS PRELIMINARY. ITEMS NOTED WITH A × CAN BE CHANGED TO SUIT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.